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5.4 Concatenating short message or notification transfers
If an entity has more than one short message or notification to send, then it is useful to maintain the Radio Resource
(RR) connection (in A/Gb mode) or the signalling connection (in Iu mode) in between transfers for circuit switched
service. For mobile terminated short messages this is simple because the network decides when, and whether, to release
the RR connection  (in A/Gb mode) or the signalling connection (in Iu mode). However, for mobile originated transfers,
the network does not know whether or not the mobile has more messages to transfer.

If another short message or a memory available notification is to be sent, an originating SMR entity in the MS may
choose to continue to use the same RR connection (in A/Gb mode) or the signalling connection (in Iu mode).

In the case of a SMS transfer via the CS domain, wWhen the MS chooses to use the same RR or CS signalling
connection, then:

- the MS shall transmit a CM SERVICE REQUEST for the new CM connection before the final CP-ACK (i.e.g.
the one that acknowledges the CP-DATA that carried the RP-ACK) for the old MM connection is transmitted;

- before transmission of the first CP-DATA on the new MM connection, the MS shallmay transmit the CP-ACK
for the old MM connection; the MS shall not transmit the final CP-ACK after the new CP-DATA.

- the Transaction Identifier used on the new MM connection shall be different to that used on the old MM
connection; and

- the MS shall not initiate establishment of the new MM connection before the final CP-DATA (e.g. the one
carrying the RP-ACK) has been received.

In the case of a SMS transfer via the PS domain, wWhen the MS chooses to use the same PS signalling connection (in
Iu mode), then:

- the MS shall transmit the CP-DATA for the successive RPDU and shall not transmit the final CP-ACK for the
current SMS (i.e. the one that acknowledges the CP-DATA that carried the RP-ACK);

-     the Transaction Identifier used for the successive RPDU shall be different to that used for the current RPDU; and

-     the MS shall not transmit the CP-DATA for the successive RPDU before the final CP-DATA (i.e. the one that
carried the RP-ACK) has been received.

NOTE: When an MS sends successive memory available notifications and/or mobile originated short messages
on different RR connections (in A/Gb mode) or signalling connections (in Iu mode), the MS is strongly
recommended to use different Transaction Identifiers for the old and new MM connections.

It is possible that the final CP-ACK of a short message transfer may not be received (e.g. due to transmission errors
and/or hand overs).

For mobile terminated transfers, if the CP-ACK is lost, the reception of a CP-DATA with a different transaction
identifier and carrying an RPDU shall be interpreted as the implicit reception of the awaited CP-ACK followed by the
reception of the new CP-DATA message.

For mobile originated transfers, if the CP-ACK is lost or not sent by the MS, the following events shall be interpreted as
the implicit reception of the awaited CP-ACK:

-     in the case of a SMS transfer via the CS domain, the reception of a CM SERVICE REQUEST followed by a
CP-DATA with a different transaction identifier and carrying an RPDU; or

-     in the case of a SMS transfer via the PS domain, the reception of a CP-DATA with a different transaction
identifier and carrying an RPDU. shall be interpreted as the implicit reception of the awaited CP-ACK followed
by the reception of the new CP-DATA message.
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